Pendants Shawl

This lace-patterned shawl, adapted from the Faroese style, is contoured and shaped for a natural, excellent drape and fit. The pattern begins with the center back neckband, then proceeds from the neck down in garter stitch and lace stitch motifs. Yarn over increases and the lace patterns themselves are used to shape the traditional center back panel, side panels, front bands, and fitted shoulders. Since this garment knits up easily into a practical and lovely creation without the need for close attention to size and fit, you may find it ideal for gift giving (or even yourself!)

Yarn and Needles
8 oz shetland jumper weight yarn at approximately 150 yards per ounce

Size 8 circular needle, or size to obtain planned gauge, in 24” - 28” length
(note: a circular needle is used to comfortably hold the number of stitches needed; this garment is NOT knit in the round)

GAUGE: 4 sts and 6 rows per inch in garter stitch

Skill Level: Advanced beginner knitter with some experience reading stitch pattern charts.

Caution: Yarn requirements are based on the planned dimensions and gauge stated in this pattern. You may need to consider purchasing additional yarns in same dye lot if you are adjusting these instructions.